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About This Content

ESO Plus is our premium membership service. Sign up now to receive in-game benefits that let you get the most out of your
journeys in Tamriel. Members receive increased experience, faster crafting progression, and bonus gold along with access to all
available DLC Game Packs in the Crown Store and a monthly allotment of 1650 Crowns (total membership amount of crowns

given at time of purchase) to spend in the in-game store on pets, mounts, costumes, and much more. ESO Plus is the best way to
see everything ESO has to offer! Please note that access to DLC Game Packs in the Crown Store granted by ESO Plus is only

available while your membership remains active.
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I bought an eso + via steam using a one-time transfer.
I used a different card than credit card.
How will steam collect the fee for the next months?. ESO + is a great deal. With it you get access to every dlc in the game
except for the latest expansion. You also are given a craft bag and a set number of crowns to spend on cosmetics or, if you want,
on dlc so that you can own it permanently. Some people subscribe long enough to purchase all of the dlc in the game (during
sales) and then have access to all of the content (which is A LOT) without the sub. The base game can frequently be bought for
as little as $10, which is a steal. I recommend trying out the base game and playing all or most of its content first. If you enjoy it,
subscribe to access the multitude of extra content that is available. I DO NOT RECOMMEND BUYING EACH OF THE
INDIVIDUAL DLCs WITH CASH!!

People who complain about having to pay a sub for the extra content clearly don't understand the amount of time and money it
takes to create and maintain a game this large.. This is a great game and have recommend to some of my buddies that also like
MMOs. I finally stopped playing WoW after playing hardcore since Cata. Still learning this game but so far very impressive not
only the detail of this game but the mechanics are very enjoyable. To the devs Great Job and am learning now what I have been
missing for years.. Am I doing something wrong? I have the monthly subscription ESO PLUS membership active and did some
questing in Elsweyr just last week but, now, AFTER the 'update' I can't access Elsweyr any more? I bought the monthly subs for
ESO PLUS precisely because it promised me access to ALL DLC CONTENT. I mean, that was the whole POINT!!! I even paid
6 months upfront, (albeit at a slightly reduce rate). Now it says it wants another \u00a339 from me for the same content I've
already accessed? That can't be right, surely?!. when I read the info for this, it made it sound like included all dlc's
read fine print, doesn't include Summerset. nice dance on words
THUMBS DOWN X 2 just for that reason.
CANCELED within a few hours but don't think i can get a refund what a rip. It's very helpful when the game is playable. I'm
getting rid of ESP Plus though because for the last month or so I have been unable to play other than one lucky day. Why? Well,
Bethesda expects a huge increase in players. So, at least on the EU server I use they made some "improvements" which seem to
improve quality for whoever is lucky enough to get on by eliminating a whole bunch of us from ever being able to log on. ESO
Plus is a total waste of money when you can't play. Too bad as I loved the game and pre-purchased Elsewyr. Now? I'll get rid of
ESO Plus and try logging in every few months maybe to play casually. I'm done trying to play regularly though.. Really nice
having the unlimited materials bag + the 10% more inspo and xp. Recommend if you are going to grind hard. You also get
special offers that cost 0 crowns in the Crown Shop, mostly house decorations but still free ;). How do I cancel this
membership????. Want to cancel? If you don't think that an infinite bag of holding for any crafting materials is worth the price,
then you just do Steam->Settings->Account->View Account Details->Manage Subscriptions

Could they have done a better job of explaining how to manage the subscription? Possibly. That said, I personally think the
subscription is worth it just for the crafting bag. The rest is gravy.. How do I cancel this membership????
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